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FOREWORD
It is with great pleasure that we present to you 
an entirely fresh outlook of our newsletter, ExsimLife, 
in lieu of the prospective years ahead of us. 

Whilst time has sprinted by us without noticing, 
2013 has been a productive year in various aspects 
of the development industry, and this has allowed 
Exsim to grow and expand rapidly without 
forgoing our values and fundamentals. 

With the completion of The Treez-Jalil Residence@Bukit Jalil, 
and the ongoing progress of our other projects such 
as Petalz Residences@Old Klang Road, Twin Arkz@Bukit Jalil, 
The Leafz@Sungai Besi, and most recently, 
Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak, we expect nothing 
less than better and more optimistic opportunities ahead for 
the Exsim team to seize and to cultivate as a long-standing 
habit in the long run. 

Hand in hand, we look forward to a bullish year of 2014.

Cheers,
Lim Aik Hoe
Managing Director
Exsim Group of Companies

As we are planting our seed, we value all feedback 
and comments which will help us to grow healthily. 
Please write to our PR & Corporate Communications 
team @ michelle.siew@exsim.my
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EXSIMLIFELIFESTYLE

AN ACTIVE 
LIFESTYLE AT 
YOUR DOORSTEP
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Set to infuse unparalleled living experience, the pulsating Petalz 
Residences@Old Klang Road, located along the bustling Old 
Klang Road is the ultimate retreat for contemporary living, 
wellness and comfort. 

Located within a mini-metropolis, Petalz Residences@Old Klang Road 
stands out from the mainstream as its uniqueness aims for sporting 
pursuits, while embracing lifestyle living to a brand new level. 

This distinctive development incorporates a wide range of 
unique sports and wellness facilities focusing towards the younger 
generation.  This is to encourage the younger generation of families 
to live healthy and enjoy a wholesome lifestyle. 

Residents of this vibrant development need not travel far as it 
provides the convenience of adrenaline fix within walking distance. 
Select your choice of sports to either a round of futsal match or 
just your daily run at the sprint track. 

After a long day at work, feel absolve to transmit your pent up 
frustration at the boxing arena – either way, keep your adrenaline 
pumping to train the aspiring athlete in you.

Besides the special sport facilities, Petalz Residences@Old Klang Road 
is also equipped with a basketball court, badminton court, gym and a 
50-metre lap pool which serves as refreshing alternative workouts - 
all to cater to your daily health routine and personal pursuits.

The myriad of sport facilities provided does not only help build and 
tone the muscular stature, but also helps to stimulate the mind, body 
and soul.  Not to mention to burn tons of calories.

A boxing ring for those 
who want to get down 
to business with their 
fitness and health.

A vibrant and exciting setting for the ever fun Game Room.

Diverting exhilarating to calmness, treat yourself to the Sky Jacuzzi to 
prevent stiffness after a strenuous workout.  Then, unwind and treat 
your eyes to the scenic view of the city skyline from the Sky Garden. 
Petalz Residences@Old Klang Road is the epitome of wellness 
galore under the modern comfort of one roof. 
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For more information, visit our sales gallery at: 
No.6-G & 7-G, Medan Kelang Lama 28,
No. 419, Jalan Kelang Lama, 
58000 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: +603-7773 1211
Fax: +603-7773 0211
info@petalz.com.my
www.petalz.com.my
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With Exsim’s latest residential project Twin Arkz@Bukit Jalil 
being underway, it will be the suburb’s first high-rise

eco-residence with Dual Key Apartments. Exsim’s previous two 
residential developments The Treez-Jalil Residence@Bukit Jalil 

and The Leafz@Sungai Besi, 
were completely sold out within months. 

CHOOSING A 
PRIME LOCATION
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Nearby projects have been selling well too, which speaks 
for the development of Bukit Jalil as a whole.  So what 
exactly has triggered the success of all three developments 
simultaneously?

The prime position of Bukit Jalil has rendered it the perfect 
location away from the hustle and bustle of the city, and has 
made it into a self-sustaining town on its own.  The close 
proximity of the major Exsim developments; Twin Arkz@Bukit 
Jalil, The Leafz@Sungai Besi and The Treez-Jalil Residence@
Bukit Jalil ensures maximized security and the management 
process of all three developments is conducted with more 
ease and efficiency. 

By basing themselves in such easily distinguishable locations, 
the residents of all three developments now have easy access 

to major highways and amenities.  A plethora of amenities can be found 
surrounding the developments respectively, such as the Bukit Jalil stadium, 
a golf course, the Selangor Turf Club, Desa Waterpark City, major shopping 
malls and a handful of supermarkets for the convenience of Exsim 
developments’ residents. 

Since the first soft launch of Twin Arkz@Bukit Jalil in late 2012, 90% of the 
363 units had been snapped up by February 2013.  This is largely due to its 
presence in the increasingly popular area of Bukit Jalil. 

To cater for larger families, Exsim Group Of Companies has The Rainz@
Bukit Jalil in its project pipeline, which is targeted to launch in the fourth 
quarter of 2014.

Hence despite the lamenting of congested roads around the Bukit Jalil area 
during peak hours, interest in Bukit Jalil residential projects have not waned 
in the past decade.  This, ultimately, is what resulted in the success of the 
Exsim developments. 

Exsim has managed to create a township within the vicinity of Bukit Jalil 
by merging not only its developments but also amenities, security and 
management all in close proximity.
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Live in a convenience of close proximity at The Treez-Jalil Residence@Bukit Jalil.

Twin Arkz@Bukit Jalil is situated in an ideal location with an astounding view.
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PEOPLE

Passion leads to ambition—to what extend, can one’s 
vision make an impact to his organisation?  The property 
development industry is getting ever so competitive.  How 
does a property developer stay competitive and relevant?

We spoke with Michael Yam, to find out how is it to be at 
the forefront of property research and development and 
what does it take to be in such a position.

Tell us a little bit about yourself.
I was born and raised in Kuala Lumpur. Growing up here, 
I always see the scarcity of land in the metropolitan city, and 
I always wanted to contribute in making my hometown a 
better place.  You can say that I’m effectively doing what I’ve 
always wanted to do.

Specifically, what does your job’s day-to-day 
entail?
Long story short, I work with data a lot — data mined from 
research on both international and local markets. Beyond 
that, me and my team members always visit newly launched 
and completed projects to gather some practical data on-
ground.  Analysed data yields useful finding — especially in the 
enhancement of marketing efforts and customers’ experience. 
We also keep a database for lessons learnt from our past 
endeavours in product development and launches.

HOW TO CRAFT A 
DESIRABLE DEVELOPMENT

with Michael Yam, Head of Planning & Development (Residential/Commercial)

Data serves as a barometer of 
market interest towards an industry 
niche.  We leverage on these findings, to 
craft highly customised living experience 
that contributes to a holistic development.

“

”



What are the main challenges faced by 
your planning and development team?
There isn’t a ‘real challenge’ per se, but dealings with 
counterparts who are more experienced.  The younger 
team members’ mission is to learn, but there is no shortcut 
to that.  Our team members possess the passion and 
willingness to go the extra mile to make things happen. 
Luckily, our group of consultants are willing to share their 
expertise and experience with us.

What is the best part of your job? 
My job gives me sense of achievement.  What motivates 
me more is when your plans work out just like how they 
are supposed to be.

Do you have any advice you would like to share 
with the aspiring property professionals?
Be passionate in what you do, work hard and be dedicated in 
your ambition.  Be proactive and don’t sit around waiting for 
opportunity. There is no shortcut to success.

To wrap this up, share with us what do you 
like to do during your idle time?
I enjoy property shopping.  I love visiting property launches, 
and I would visit different countries to see their development 
culture, which contribute to the improvement of my 
professional knowledge, and also fulfil my personal cravings.

Some successful projects under your portfolio — 
Twin Arkz@Bukit Jalil, The Leafz@Sungai Besi 
and Petalz Residences@Old Klang Road, 
just to name a few, have received good 
response. What can we expect from 
Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak?
We’ve indeed done quite well for our past projects.  To outdo 
ourselves, we’ve faced another challenge to come up with a 
unique development concept—creative spaces for the 
younger generations, if you will. 

Targeted towards young executives and professionals,
Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak is the ultimate 
solution for those who like to have an inspirational hub for 
themselves—where their existing homes are unable to 
provide such function.

Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak will share the same 
core values as our existing developments—environmentally- 
friendly features, seamless connectivity to surrounding amenities, 
and above all—desirable location. Expressionz Professional 
Suites@Tun Razak was launched in the first quarter this 
year, and I absolutely have a good feeling about this.  This 
development is also targeted to foreign purchasers who would 
like to obtain maximum rental yield on their investment.  The 
Dual Key Suites are specifically designed to cater to their needs.

How has your stint with Exsim helped 
you to evolve?
Well, my five years with Exsim has fundamentally made me 
understand that teamwork is the key to success.  The company 
and the team, has help me to further enhance my leadership 
skills, and in the meantime, helped me to gain insights via 
alternative perspectives of the industry. 

Property industry is multi faceted.  Here, I’m given full creative 
freedom to explore all aspects of the industry, which helped 
me to produce some of these signature projects.  Thanks to 
the opportunity given to me from the management, especially 
Mr Lim Aik Hoe and Mr Lim Aik Kiat.

How big is your team and what does it take 
to be a good leader in your industry?
My team is 20 strong and growing.  To sustain a healthy working 
environment, one must cultivate an open work environment. 
I encourage my team members to speak up a lot, and vice 
versa, I practice active listening constantly. 

One of the ways to be better at leading—is to get your hands 
dirty by involving in all aspects—from product development to 
handover of the property to our valued purchasers.  That’s how 
I stay on top of everything that is going on at work.

Be passionate in what you do, work hard and be dedicated 
in your ambition. Be proactive and don’t sit around 
waiting for opportunity. There is no shortcut to success.
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How do the research findings help in building 
a desirable project?
Here’s the thing, the ultimate challenge for any given property 
developer is to put a concept into construction work. Data 
serves as a barometer of market interest towards an industry 
niche.  We leverage on these findings, to craft highly customised 
living experience that contributes to a holistic development.

“

”
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Labelling itself as a ‘green oasis in urban living’,  The Treez-Jalil Residence@Bukit Jalil 
is the first green residential building in Southern Kuala Lumpur.  

Priding itself as Exsim Development Sdn Bhd’s first residential project,  The Treez-Jalil Residence@
Bukit Jalil was completed in November last year, and is currently transacting in its secondary market. 

PRODUCT

THE TREEZ USHERS 
IN NEW BEGINNINGS
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The main entrance of The Treez-Jalil Residence@Bukit Jalil is adorned with a state of greenery.



Its units were fully sold within three months of its launch in 
2010.  The 2.6 acre freehold Green Building Index (GBI)-
certified condominium project fronts the 80-acre Bukit Jalil 
International Park, and this development has obtained a Silver 
GBI rating through its various green initiatives. 

Currently comprising of 135 condominium units, 13 
condo villas, 15 links villas and 9 penthouses, The Treez-Jalil 
Residence@Bukit Jalil is a low-density development within 
walking distance to the upcoming Bukit Jalil rail transit station, 
and this has been a main contributing factor to the purchasers 
of this development in their decision-making process. 

The note-worthy features of this development include 
facilities such as a resort-inspired main lobby with a sunken 
waiting lounge, 25-metre infinity pool, barbeque pavilion, 
fitness centre, spa cabana, yoga deck, a herb garden and 
in-house reuse classification bin on every floor.

Bask in the contemporary settings of the lobby.

A spacious Sky Lounge accompanied by a magnificent view.

The Sky Pool at The Treez-Jalil Residence@Bukit Jalil is designed to set an ambience of a resort.
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Seep in the wholesome ambience that The Treez-Jalil Residence@Bukit Jalil has to offer.

Dive into the luxurious 25-metre infinity pool inspired by a resort theme.



Enjoy Sky Dining with a spectacular view.

Residents can organise private gatherings and functions at the Sky 
Lounge or the sky pool on the top floor of the development.  The Sky 
Lounge, which has an unobstructed view of the KL city centre skyline, is 
fitted with a flat screen TV, karaoke system, pool table, dining area and a 
fully-fitted kitchen that allows hosting of intimate yet professional 
gatherings that are designed to impress in every way.  This enables 
residents to host sky dining in the most elegant way or hold barbeque 
parties at the Sky Barbeque provided. 

Having recently been completed in its entirety, The Treez-Jalil Residence@
Bukit Jalil has now benchmarked itself as an entirely new standard of 
living, and is ready for new beginnings.

The units are now selling in the secondary market at RM700 psf. Rental 
yields approximate RM3600 and above, depending on the condition of 
furnishing by each owner.
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For sub-sale or leasing enquiries, please contact:
Exsim Corporate Leasing & Re-Sale Division 

Tel +6012-918 6661 / +6012-685 3660 (Steven)

With the availability of such facilities that are not 
commonly found in every other development—
The Treez-Jalil Residence@Bukit Jalil has upped the 
ante of living by allowing its residents to enjoy living 
perks on a more detailed and less ostentatious scale. 

A spectacular Sunken Lounge.

The impressive 25m infinity pool at The Treez-Jalil Residence@Bukit Jalil.
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PRODUCT

Where Vibrancy Meets Versatility

Starting off as converting the traditional industrial 
development to building contemporary industrial parks, 
Exsim Development yet again expands its Nouvelle 
Industrial series to the other side of Selangor.  As well-
planned and practical as all the other series, the upcoming 
Nouvelle Industrial Park is located in Meru, Shah Alam. 

Nouvelle Industrial Park@Meru sets itself apart 
from other traditional industrial estates near its 
surroundings boasting a bold modern facade. 

Every element of this masterpiece is designed with 
the latest innovation that incorporates modern, 
efficient and the finest construction materials to 
exceed the industrial market expectation.

This vibrant industrial park is a two-storey corporate link 
factory spread on a 10-acre site of freehold land. It is built 
with a high ceiling that comes off as an advantage for the 
ground floor and warehouse area.  The development 
incorporates an elegant touch of interior settings that 
provides a spacious feel of a corporate ambience. 

NOUVELLE
INDUSTRIAL PARK@MERU

For enquiries please contact:
Exsim Industrial Sales Team  
Tel +6012-613 0702 / +6012-366 0702

Adding the cherry on top, each of these industrial units 
are assembled with a full-length window across the 
modern facade; offering natural lighting — the perfect 
layout of versatility suited for manufacturing, 
warehousing, showroom or just a corporate office.

Besides design practicality,  Nouvelle Industrial Park@Meru 
offers great accessibility to immerse a variety of businesses 
and industrial processes into each premises.  The high-quality 
corporate factory layouts are specially catered for 
entrepreneurs and industrialists to take their business 
requirements to the next level and for long term.

With that in mind, Nouvelle Industrial Park@Meru also holds a 
huge potential for property appreciation as it is situated in close 
proximity to commercial amenities. Not to mention its excellent 
connectivity to major highways such as the NKVE, Federal 
Highway, Selat Klang Highway and Guthrie Corridor Expressway.

Nouvelle Industrial Park@Meru, much like other Nouvelle 
Industrial Park series, are of futuristic designed and functionally 
built up, making these industrial assets a smart and long-term 
investment for multinational and local industrial players alike.



UNLEASH YOUR
PERSONALITY

Stemming from the need and want to be able to express your individuality 
in an unrestrained space, Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak 

has provided you with the platform to do just that. 
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Stemming from the need and want to be able to 
express your individuality in an unrestrained space, 
Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak has 
provided you with the platform to do just that. 

In today’s society where everything is about maximising efficiency, 
Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak has nailed it on the head 
by covering every possible need that you might have.  Aside from the 
freedom of having your own professional suite to do as you deem fit, 
Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak also has a conference room 
available should you need to accommodate a larger group of people.

The concept behind Expressionz Professional Suites@
Tun Razak has its inspiration derived from the presence 
of flexible spaces as your home and your workspace all 
buckled down into one.  Each unit has the versatility to 
be moulded into precisely what you need in order to 
conduct a professional lifestyle without compromising 
on the comforts on your home.

Relevant equipment has been prepared for you in 
order to make your meeting a successful one, so 
all you will need to arm yourselves with, are your 

documents, and yourself.  Exude your professionalism 
by helping yourself to the conveniences of a business 

hub, business lounge and a meeting lounge at your very 
fingertips should a corporate occasion call for it. 

With the presence of a trendy yet fully functional 
eco kitchen, you will find yourself hosting 
gatherings that will serve to impress visitors.

Standing tall and majestic, Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak 
offers the best lifestyle solutions.

The Sky Pool offers tranquility amidst its shimmering waters.

Catering for the business class, the conference rooms provide optimum space for meeting.

The Dual Key Office Suite enables you to be flexible.

Enjoy the art of cooking in style with the beautiful Eco Kitchen.
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Catering for the business class, the conference rooms provide optimum space for meeting.

PRODUCT

Wake up early enough to catch the glorious sunrise 
peeping over Kuala Lumpur’s horizon whilst enjoying 
the amenities that can be found in the sky gymnasium. 
Enjoy solitude whilst taking in the sparkling lights of the 
Kuala Lumpur skyline at the sky viewing deck, and know 
that should you want to indulge in a few laps before 
the day ends, the sky pool is right there waiting for you. 

A panaramic view of the city’s skyline from Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak.

Located in the thick of cosmopolitan life, 
Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak’s 
location on Jalan Tun Razak ensures that you 
fit right into the melting pot of culture, art, 
performance, knowledge, history, healthcare 
and media that is Kuala Lumpur.  Amenities 
such as the Kuala Lumpur hospital and the 
National Art Gallery are within easy access, 
leaving you to explore the hidden gems of 
the city on your own. 

For more information, visit our sales gallery at: 
No. 25, Jalan Yap Kwan Seng,
50450 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: +603-2181 8911
Fax: +603-2181 7911
Email: info@expressionz.com.my
Website: www.expressionz.com.my

Pamper yourself with the luxurious master bedroom at the Loft.
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THE LAUNCH OF 
EXPRESSIONZ 
PROFESSIONAL 
SUITES@TUN RAZAK

Having recently opened up its sales gallery for the 
purveyors of properties, Expressionz Professional 
Suites@Tun Razak has seen itself as the talk of the town 
with its impressive interior layout and the sleek modernity 
that it exudes in every corner. 

With its targeted niche market being contemporary adults 
and business people who enjoy living and working at the 
same space, Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak 
indeed express to impress on the 22nd March 2014 
when it held its first preview from 5pm-11pm.

Around 800 attendees consisting of Exsim’s valued 
customers and VIPs attended the exclusive preview event. 

The project preview went off without a hitch, 
and attendees were given a satisfying tour of the sales 
gallery, encompassing a few number of unit types that 

exhibited the type of life that you would live at 
Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak. 

Attendees enjoyed a sumptuous feast of grilled seafood 
for dinner and an endless flow of cocktail drinks to wind 

through the night, and to bask in the beauty that is the 
vision of Expressionz Professional Suites@Tun Razak.
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The guests taking a look at the details of the Expressionz 3D model.

A bed of oysters set to tantalise the taste buds of guests.

The guests mingling with each other prior to the launch.

An array of glasses containing delicious cocktails specially for the guests.

The decorations for the night set to mesmerise everyone who attended.
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Appreciate, reward and tradition: these 
three values run in Exsim Group of 
Companies. Exsim’s employers and 
employees celebrated Chinese New 
Year and their annual dinner at a go. 

Organising the annual dinner with
the festive season around the corner, 
made the event merrier. 

EVENT

EXSIM 
CELEBRATES
A REWARDING 
YEAR

The awards won by Exsim’s well-deserved employees.

Corporate Finance & Operations Division.

Exsim’s elegant red packets, lined up for give-away during the dinner.

The committee for the Annual Dinner.

This memorable event took place on the 18 January 
2014 at the Oriental Pearl Restaurant, Bukit Kiara 
Equestrian & Country Resort. 

There were approximately 190 people who attended 
the dinner which consisted of respective associates, 
partners and employees.  Cocktails and canapés 
were served during the mingling session before 
the start of the dinner.

Numerous awards were also presented during the 
event, to recognise their employees’ dedication and 
hard work attributes; such as the Long Service (Merit) 
Award, Staff of the Year, Iron Man and Iron Woman. 
The night ended on a high note as everyone went 
home feeling contented. 

To further sweeten the night, some of the guests 
walked away with fabulous lucky draw prizes 
including a grand prize of RM20,000 cash!
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Exsim Group of Companies 
organised The Treez’s purchasers 
appreciation night event on the 16 
February 2014 as an act of gratitude 
to their purchasers.  Around 350 
guests attended this event.

 A guest speaker from Chur 
Associate, was invited to give a talk 
on `Strata Living and Perfection of 
Transfer’.  The topic was relevant to 
property purchasers as it delivers 
practical solutions regarding 
property issues in general. 

EVENT

APPRECIATING 
THE TREEZ 

PURCHASERS

After the interactive session, purchasers and guests enjoyed the 
evening away with a spread of buffet and barbeque dinner. 
 
Owners of these impressive 172-unit residences also managed 
to chat up with one another to get to know their neighbours.

Exsim aims to meet the expectations of its customers 
without compromising on its quality standards.  The Treez- 
Jalil Residence@Bukit Jalil was awarded as the `First Green 
Residential Building’ in Southern Kuala Lumpur. 

The ever-pleasant Head of Planning and 
Development, Mr Michael Yam (in red) 
entertaining his guests.

Part of the crowd at the BBQ dinner.

Guests indulging during the dinner, after a dynamic talk.
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THE EXSIM LOYALTY
PROGRAMME

EXSIM 
CORPORATE
To facilitate even smoother services to our purchasers, the company 
is proud to introduce a new division: Exsim Corporate Leasing & Re-Sale Division.

This division’s key roles are:
• to minimise hassle with regards to a purchaser’s pursuit to hunt for prospects 
• to act on behalf of the purchaser in dealing with matters involving real estate agencies and prospects.
• to uphold the value and reputation of each project
• to work closely with Management Corporation
• to provide a value-added benefit for purchasers
• to assist purchasers to hunt for leasing or subsale market

Exsim is now offering a special loyalty programme to its purchasers. 
The benefits and privileges of this programme are as follows:

• all existing purchasers automatically become a loyalty member
• members will enjoy extra privileges on new properties 
  (extra privilege vary depending on project)
• ‘referral scheme’ – loyalty member who brings in another 
   purchaser to purchase will enjoy a special reward

*Terms and conditions apply.
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Leasing & Re-Sale Division

For enquiries on the corporate leasing and re-sale division, 
please contact our personnel at +6012 918 6661/ +6012 685 3660 (Steven)
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PROTECTION FOR HOME 
BUYERS IN WEST MALAYSIA
Many people are unaware of the existing legislation regarding housing developments and therefore 
their rights as a home buyer. This article will give a brief explanation of the protection that The 
Housing Development Act 1966 and the 1989 Regulations offers to homebuyers in West Malaysia. 

The Housing Development (Control and Licensing) Act 1966 
Hereinafter referred to as Act, provides for the control and licensing of the business of housing development, the 
protection of the interest of purchasers and for matters connected therewith. This act gives the Minister reaching 
powers to investigate the commission of any offence under the Act and enables the Minister to give directions for 
the purpose of safeguarding the interests of purchasers when the licensed housing developer becomes unable to 
meet the terms in the Sale and Purchase Agreement. Such directions may be given as the Minister considers fit and 
proper for the purpose of ensuring compliance with the Act and will be binding on the concerning housing 
developer. Finally, a home buyer may file a claim at The Tribunal for Homebuyer Claims for any loss suffered or 
any matter concerning his interest as a home buyer under the Act.

The Housing Development (Control and Licensing) Regulation 1989
This is an extension of The Act as described in the paragraph above. It holds the subregulations of schedule G 
and H, both forms that are prescribed for the contract of sale of real property. The difference lies in the type of 
accommodation it is used for. Where schedule G is prescribed for the sale and purchase of a housing accommodation 
together with the subdivisional portion of land appurtenant, it is schedule H that is prescribed for the sale and 
purchase of a housing accommodation in a subdivided building in the form of a parcel of a building or land intended 
for subdivision into parcels. The regulations state that no housing developer shall collect any payment by whatever 
name called except as prescribed by the contract of sale. In principle, no housing developer is allowed to contract 
out of his obligations but the regulations do offer one escape. Naming the privilege to apply for extension of time 
to complete the project beyond the period stipulated in the sale and purchase agreement or to waive or modify 
any provision of the sale and purchase agreement. The controller may grant the extension or waive or modify any 
such provision if he is satisfied that “owing to special circumstances or hardship or necessity” compliance with any 
provision of the sale and purchase agreement is impracticable or unnecessary.
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Schedule G and H compared to Schedule I and J of the Regulations 1989
The required forms of schedule G and H can be considered as “pay-before-build clauses”. Both manage a schedule of payment 
of the purchase price through 12 steps, starting with 10% first payment immediately upon signing the agreement and further 
steps are based on how far the construction has progressed. Further payments will be stepwise, within twenty-one working 
days after each completion of the build. The remaining payments will take place on the date the purchaser takes vacant 
possession of the accommodation. Vacant possession refers to a legal obligation to ensure that the property is in a state 
fit to be occupied at a given point in time, which means clear of occupants and of objects which are not included in the sale. 

It is also worth to note that there is a developer’s privilege to apply for extension, that purchasers are not always aware of. 
This provision enables the developer to apply to the Controller for extension of time to complete the project beyond the 
period stipulated in the sale and purchase agreement or to “waive or modify” any provision of the sale and purchase 
agreement. If the Controller is satisfied that “owing to special circumstances or hardship or necessity” compliance with 
any provision of the sale and purchase agreement “is impracticable or unnecessary”, he MAY, by a certificate in writing, 
grant the extension requested or  “waive or modify” any such provision. 

The proviso to this Regulation, however, stipulates that no such 
application for “waiver or modification” shall be entertained if it 
is made “after the expiry of the time stipulated for the handing 
over of vacant possession” of the property to the purchaser. 
What is particularly objectionable about this provision is that 
the application for extension can be made by the developer to 
the Controller without purchasers being notified and be informed 
of their right to make representations against the developer’s 
application. However, the Controller can, acting on his own 
initiative, inform the purchasers of the developer’s application 
and hear their representations before making his decision.

The risk for the purchaser lays in the fact that the constructor can leave the project, which leaves the purchaser with an 
unfinished house or apartment and a mortgage that still needs to be paid on a monthly basis including its interest.

To minimize the risk of being left with an unfinished house that is already paid for the lawmakers implemented schedule I and J, 
which are both considered “build before pay-clauses”. Where form ‘I’ can be used instead of form G and form J can be used 
instead of form H. These forms also require a prepayment of 10% immediately upon the signing of the agreement but the 
remaining 90% does not have to be paid earlier than twenty-one days after the receipt by the purchaser of the Vendor’s 
written notice of delivery of vacant possession supported by the certificate of completion and compliance. 
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Upon this day it is still the choice of the housing developer 
to choose between the “pay-before-build clauses” or 
the “build-before-pay clauses”. The lawmakers intend to 
implement a ruling that will obligate the housing developers 
to use the “build-before-pay clauses”, giving home buyers 
a better protection by minimizing the risk that they are 
left with an unfinished house that is mostly paid for.  The 
disadvantage is that it is most likely to change the real estate 
market into a monopoly, where big housing developers 
can afford to disburse the remaining 90% until the project 
is completely finished. The smaller housing developers 
cannot and therefore lose their market position. The 
indirect result of this development could cause an 
increase in price of real property in West Malaysia. 

*This article is contributed by Mr. Chris Tan. Chris is the founder and now Managing Partner of Chur Associates, 
  a boutique legal practice that thrives in delivering business friendly solutions for its clients and having a niche 
  positioning of ‘Everything Real Estate’ serving the entire value chain from the upstream to the downstream.



EXSIMLIFE SITE PROGRESS

THE LEAFZ@SUNGAI BESI 

TWIN ARKZ@BUKIT JALIL

NOUVELLE INDUSTRIAL PARK@BALAKONG

SITE PROGRESS
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Tower A Basement in the progress

Block C - Reinforced concrete casting up to level 24. Bricks, 
internal plastering, skimcoat and wiring works in progress

Building structure up to level 2

Overall View/ Entrance 

Overall

Block A & B - Reinforced concrete casting up to level 29. 
Bricks, internal plastering, skimcoat and wiring works in progress 



EXSIMLIFE

NOUVELLE KEMUNING LOT 8@KOTA DAMANSARA

NOUVELLE KEMUNING INDUSTRIAL PARK@BUKIT RIMAU

PHASE 2

PHASE 1

Project Work Done/Progress (%) Progress Update Date Completion Date  
 
The Leafz @ Sungai Besi 68% as of 28 February 2014 2015
Twin Arkz @ Bukit Jalil 28% as of 28 February 2014 2016
Nouvelle Industrial Park @ Balakong 30% as of 28 February 2014 2016
Nouvelle Industrial Park Lot 8 @ Kota Damansara 85% as of 28 February 2014 2016
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Overall View Overall building structure completed

Overall building structure completedSide View

Installation of roof metal deck and aluminium works in progress Cupplin aus,

External wall plastering work in progress External wall plastering work in progress

Skimcoat and tiling works in progress 
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